
Bang Your Head Festival 2016 -  July 14-16 (+Preshow: July 13). 

 

This years 21 edition of the BYH festival had again been extended from a two day festival to 

a three day festival. Add the warm-up show that traditionally starts the night before, the 

hardrock fans got to enjoy four solid days of live music. 

 

Warm-up Wednesday, held in the adjoining Volksbankmesse indoor hall holding around 3000 

people, was special this year as it featured Overkill - a band you'd expect on the festival's 

main stages. They were supported by Sodom, Rage, Pro-Pain and Nitrogods. The venue 

seemed close to being sold-out and the mood was great, specially since the weather stayed 

mostly rain-free for people to put up their tents and make the journey into town. For the 

Germans bands Rage and Sodom it was easy to make the crowd feel welcome. Rage once 

again proved that a "Two and a half men"...I mean 3 men band ;)  is enough to make some 

serious noise. Rumor has it that Overkill front man Blitz's energetic performance did not 

"eliminate" him, but convinced BYH management to invite them back to properly play the 

main stage in the upcoming years. Do you feel the fire? Rotten to the core! 

 

Thursday was less fortunate as heavy rain kicked in at night and temperatures dropped to the 

point where you had a hard time finding sleep for the unfortunate souls out there camping. 

And if this was not enough, the day continued just as uneasy. Maybe the problem would not 

have been the rain, but the change of hot and cold temperatures every 30 minutes. No matter 

what clothes you had on - it was always the wrong choice. Hello mighty gods of weather - is 

it April or July? Looking back at the past two decades, there had not been a festival year so 

unpredictable as 2016. Many events had been cancelled altogether (Southside), others ended 

early (Hurricane, Rock am Ring) - so everything seemed possible. BYH pulled through, but it 

is always a pity for both the bands and the low audience headcount. The afternoon attractions 

were Stallion, Leatherwolf, Babylon AD, Battle Beast and The Dead Daisies. Dragonforce's 

singer convinced with his excellent vocal shape. Swedish Candlemass had been upgraded 

from a indoor act in 2013 to a main act on the big stage; but unfortunately they've lost their 

fans to thunderstorms - bummer! By dawn, the predominantly melodic hardrock oriented 

festival turned into a metal night with Carcass and Slayer headlining.  

 

Carcass seemed angry that not many fans had showed up - it's difficult to say if they had fled 

from the heavy rain or if their extreme/grindcore metal was simply not a match as the 

majority of the + 30 +40 +50 crowd is more into classic thrash and hardrock. Yet their 

reaction was quite unprofessional as the singer repeatedly complained and making negative 

remarks about his "Slayer audience" - what a drag. When Slayer finally entered the main 

stage, we got what we asked for - 90 minutes of pure ass kicking thrash at it's finest! However 

the band must have had some technical issues as Tom Araya had never been seen talking that 

much - obviously buying time for his band mates Kerry King and Gary Holt. While Slayer are 

known to blast out an entire setlist without interruption, Araya was quite entertaining just by 

the fact that he made fun of himself struggling with words. Again, I have never seen a BYH 

headlining show so empty, but in Slayer's case I blame it on the bad weather and not the 

bands' attitude as they thrashed! 

 

On Friday the rain finally stopped - yet it was still unusually cold. The afternoon featured 

shows of Night Demon, Freedom Call, Manilla Road, Impelliteri, Sacred Reich and Metal 

Church. Although Canadian Annihilator have been around since 1984, their show had just 

recently been declared a MUST SEE after they had flattened the holy Wacken grounds in 

2013, followed by a German tour - it was just so damn straight-forward, powerful yet 



sophisticated. In comparison, California Bay Area Thrashers Testament are regular guests at 

German festivals, always solid and well-taken.  

 

The announcement of a recurrent Twisted Sister headlining show resulted in mixed views as 

Dee Snider and band had performed in 2003, 2005, 2010 and as recent as 2014. But as we all 

know, 2016 marks the "Forty and fuck it" farewell tour - and the last chance to see the Sisters 

live - ever! Dee Snider made it very clear that he means what he says, making fun of the 

mighty Scorpions who returned back on stage after announcing and profiting from their 

farewell tour. "This is the real shit" he emphasized, not wanting to make a fool of himself by 

returning in a few years. After TS drummer AJ Perro's death, Twisted Sister continued with 

the talented Mike Portnoy (ex-Dream Theater, Winery Dogs, Flying Colors) on drums - by 

special request of the late AJ Perro, who - prior to his death - had specifically asked for MP to 

replace him. Besides his constant spitting, Mike blended in well and seemed to enjoy himself. 

The show was fabulous and fun with great light and lots of fireworks, a truly worthy 

headliner. Besides Dee's smart witty humor (he was born to entertain!), on a more sincere 

side, he also made a reference to the more than 80 people who had died in the Nice truck 

attack the night before. The Sisters responded with an extra round of "We're not gonna take it" 

and 20.000 extended middle fingers as a response. 

 

Afterwards, BYH's festival boss Horst gave a short speech in regard to some people 

complaining about him booking bands repeatedly (as in TS's case), explaining that it is so 

hard to plan a festival as it was difficult for new talents to be accepted. Basically, no matter 

how hard he tries, he's screwed either way. It's obvious that an audience of 20.000 would 

never be able to pay the fees of super bands like Kiss, Maiden or AC/DC. So it's even more 

astounding that he dared to extend the festival to three days. And apart from the weather, 

people appreciated the extra day of entertainment. After all, Bang Your Head feels like an 

easy going family reunion or mini vacation. Quite relaxed with friendly staff, no shoving or 

pushing and very little crowdsurfing. 

 

Saturday was the day everyone had been waiting for - it was gonna be a bright sunshiney day! 

So much easier to get ready for Black Trip, the ladies of Girlschool, Dutch Delain and beer 

metal from Germany! Tankard have been around for more than 30 years and singer Gerre 

does not get tired to charm his audience with his ambiguous, yet straight-forward humor. 

Great White was the very typical BYH hard rock band, blending in just perfectly throwing out 

hit after hit (remember "House of Broken Love", "Rock Me", "Save Your Love"?) ending a 

successful show with "Once bitten twice shy" (so catchy it keeps playing in my ear ever 

since...darn ;-). The clans were marching to "Rebellion" with Germany's Grave Digger, while 

Uriah Heep were a cult institution and must-see not only for the +50 generation.  

 

Former Accept singer and original voice Udo Dirkschneider made a special appearance, this 

time not with his band U.D.O., but by his last name only. It can be safely assumed that both 

parts of his name stand for 30 years of international success, due to his uniquely rough voice 

paired with many Accept rock classics such as "Fast As a Shark", "Princess Of The Dawn" or 

"Balls To The Wall". Lucky for BYH, Udo was still revisiting these songs as part of his solo 

Farewell tour; starting next year, he will only perform music of his U.D.O career. 
 
The second co-headliner was Iced Earth, a formation familiar with BYH as early as 1998 

when only a few hundred people attended in an indoor venue in the city of Tübingen. Matt 

Barlow has long left the band and Stu Block took over the vocals, satisfyingly "Watching 

Over Me", before BYH called it a night. 

 



  

BYH 2017 is already in the planning - again a 3 day billing plus preshow. Vince Neil has 

been announced as headliner, featuring a Mötley Crüe setlist. 

 

Earlybird tickets are just 99€ (preshow: add €25).  
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